Temperature-sensitive bacterial pathogens generated by the substitution of essential genes from cold-loving bacteria: potential use as live vaccines.
Temperature-sensitive (TS) viruses have been used for decades as vaccines capable of limited replication in their hosts. Although attenuated bacteria, such as the Bacille Calmette-Guérin anti-tuberculosis vaccine, have been used for almost a century, it is only recently that there has been progress in using TS bacterial strains as live vaccines. Decades of work on essential bacterial genes and the recent explosion in the number of available bacterial genomic sequences set the groundwork for the identification of essential genes from diverse bacteria. This knowledge has allowed for the substitution of essential genes from cold-loving bacteria into the chromosomes of pathogenic bacteria. Many of these gene substitutions generated TS pathogenic bacterial strains, and some were demonstrated to provide protective immunity in mice. This work opens the possibility of engineering many pathogenic bacteria to create TS strains that can be used as vaccines.